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All Rights Reserved All Rights Reserved 6801 River Place Boulevard 78697069421 Rev. D Austin,
Texas 787269000. M2000 Hardware Repair Kit 78806211500 appears in all illustrations. 2000
Cover, footers, page 717 Changed part number on page 717, item 1. E 3M IPC 2000. The parts alpha
code identifier. The Alpha Code indicates identification list opposite each illustration provides the
design level, specific product characteristics, the description adequate to identify components.
Please check your inbox, and if you can’t find it, check your spam folder to make sure it didnt end up
there. Please also check your spam folder. All Rights Reserved The parts identification list opposite
each illustration provides the description adequate to identify components. Make sure part
identification numbers for your component have not been amended by changes and updates made to
your 2000 Overhead Projector. The Alpha Code indicates the design level, specific product
characteristics, power cord or distribution specific to a country. See example below. Illustrated Parts
BreakdownRevision bars placed in the margins indicate where additions. Page 3 3MtOverhead
Projector 9000 Series Illustrated Parts BreakdownRevision Date Pages Changed Change. Page 4
3MtOverhead Projector 9000 Series Illustrated Parts BreakdownRevision Date Pages Changed
Change. Page 5 3MtOverhead Projector 9000 Series Illustrated Parts BreakdownRevision Date
Pages Changed Change. Page 6 3MtOverhead Projector 9000 Series Illustrated Parts Breakdown.
Introduction Ordering Parts. This Illustrated Parts Breakdown IPB contains the When ordering
parts. Page 7 3MtOverhead Projector 9000 Series Illustrated Parts BreakdownE 3M 2000 viSection
No. Title PagePage 9 3MtOverhead Projector 9000 Series Illustrated Parts BreakdownDescription
Part Number No. No. BLADE, Fan. Page 11 3MtOverhead Projector 9000 Series Illustrated Parts
Breakdown. TRANSFORMER, EVD, Japan 9550
100V........http://ecohouse-lab.com/userfiles/com-817-manual.xml

3m 2000 overhead projector manual, 3m 2000 overhead projector manual, 3m 2000
overhead projector manual, 3m 2000 overhead projector manual.

Page 12 3MtOverhead Projector 9000 Series Illustrated Parts BreakdownE 3M 2000 76. Page 14
3MtOverhead Projector 9000 Series Illustrated Parts BreakdownItem. No. Part Number. Page 15
3MtOverhead Projector 9000 Series Illustrated Parts BreakdownNo. Part Number Description
QtyItem. No. Part Number Description. Page 19 3MtOverhead Projector 9000 Series Illustrated
Parts BreakdownNo. Part Number Description QtyNo. Part Number Description QtyItem. No. Part
Number Description QtyNo. Part Number Description QtyItem. No. Part Number Description
QtyItem. Page 37 3MtOverhead Projector 9000 Series Illustrated Parts BreakdownNo. Part Number
Description. Page 43 3MtOverhead Projector 9000 Series Illustrated Parts BreakdownPage 44
3MtOverhead Projector 9000 Series Illustrated Parts BreakdownPage 45 3MtOverhead Projector
9000 Series Illustrated Parts BreakdownItem. No. Page 49 3MtOverhead Projector 9000 Series
Illustrated Parts BreakdownPage 51 3MtOverhead Projector 9000 Series Illustrated Parts
BreakdownNo. Part Number Description QtyNo. Part Number Description Qty. Appendix
ADescription Country Power. Model Stage Lamp Color Post Lamp Lamps Cord. Description Country
Power Cord Model Alpha. Electrostatically charged Filtrete fibers attract and hold particles like
magnets. 90% effective at capturing large allergens including mold spores and pet dander. Captures
airborne particles including dust, smoke and smog. Also captures bacteria and particles that carry
viruses. Use for full three months of air quality protection under normal conditions. Meets the
American Lung Association and its Health Project Indoor Air Quality Guidelines. Verisign. I have a
3M 1700 You will need to get a new button for it. Login to post Projector SuperStore is your number
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one resource for Presentation Equipment including Projectors and Projector Accessories from
Panasonic, EPSON, Sanyo, Sony, Mitsubishi, InFocus, NEC and
more.http://ecologie-energie.com/userfiles/com2000-manual.xml

Visit It folds down into a suitcase, but I cant find a model number anywhere on the machine. It
appears to be an older model than the. I have a 3M 1700 overhead projector and when I push the
red on button, the projector turns on, but as soon as I let off of it, it turns off. So it will only stay on if
there is. You will need to get a new button for it.Is there a fuse required. Make sure you handle the
buld with cotton gloves oil from hands not good Let me know if that works.The lock slide didnt want
to move and was forced. Lost the washer. Is all I need the washer and then put the lock slide back
over it I am guessing that it has something to do with the fact that the reflective mirrors are
mounted on the arm and not the base. The view screen works fine with a standard overhead
projector. Answer questions, earn points and help others. I did my research erofeb finally gniynop up
my hard earned cash for this little guy. After receiving it and trying it out, I am now glad that I did.
This gives teachers and other. Find overhead 3m overhead projector manual projectors from a vast
selection of Overhead Projectors. 3m overhead projector. For example review. 3M Canada Overhead
Projectors Product Catalog and technical information, projection lamps How to Troubleshoot a 3M
9100 Overhead Projector.Instructions 3m overhead projector manual for a 3M Series 1700 Overhead
Projector. 3M Overhead Projector Manual Step 1 NOTE Never lift or carry this projector by its
mirror arm. Carry the base with two hands or use the built Find great deals on 3m overhead
projector Projectors. The 3M Overhead Projector 1700 Series is designed This 3M 9100 Overhead
Projector Illustrated Parts Breakdown download was added to the repair manual archives Mon Aug
18 2008. Projectors used with transparency film to display images during meetings, presentations or
classroom settings. Various types are available. The 3M 2000 portable overhead projector is light
and easy to carry,.

3M OVERHEAD PROJECTOR 1800 PLUS SERIES stock number Model 1810 PLUS 2,700 ANSI
lumens, open.I did my research erofeb finally gniynop up my hard earned cash for this little guy. The
3M 2000 portable overhead projector is light and easy to carry,. 3M OVERHEAD PROJECTOR 1800
PLUS SERIES stock number Model 1810 PLUS 2,700 ANSI lumens, open. Something went wrong.
View cart for details. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton
Secured powered by Verisign. Here are a few things to consider when deciding which projector is
best suited for your application. Overhead projectors are widely used as a simple and reliable
presentation solution. The biggest advantage of using an overhead projector is the ability to write on
the transparency and erase throughout your presentation session. To make the best use of your
projector choose the model that is right for your application. The image projected will get sharper as
your lens quality increases singlet is the most basic triplet is the most advanced. There is a wide
range of lumens available. Lower lumen models work best with black and white images. When using
color, choose an overhead projector with high lumens so the color is vivid and bright. Open Lenses
and mirror are not enclosed. Inverted This is an openhead version. An inverted head lowers the
projector height so it is easier to view the screen. Color tuning For image color adjustment in a wide
range of projection. Longer lamp life. Folding Post for storage and portability. Please help improve
this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed.These are placed on the glass surface of the projector, which has a light source below it
and a projecting mirror and lens assembly above it hence, overhead. They were widely used in
education and business before the advent of video projectors.
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However some differences are necessitated by the much larger size of the transparencies used
generally the size of a printed page, and the requirement that the transparency be placed face up
and readable to the presenter. For the latter purpose, the projector includes a mirror just before or
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after the focusing lens to fold the optical system toward the horizontal. That mirror also
accomplishes a reversal of the image in order that the image projected onto the screen corresponds
to that of the slide as seen by the presenter looking down at it, rather than a mirror image thereof.
Therefore, the transparency is placed face up toward the mirror and focusing lens, in contrast with a
35mm slide projector or film projector which lack such a mirror where the slides image is
nonreversed on the side opposite the focusing lens.In order to provide sufficient light on the screen,
a high intensity bulb is used which often requires fan cooling.This permits a range of projection
distances.Increasing the projection distance also means that the same amount of light is spread over
a larger screen, resulting in a dimmer image. With a change in the projection distance, the focusing
must be readjusted for a sharp image. However, the condensing optics Fresnel lens is optimized for
one particular vertical position of the lens, corresponding to one projection distance. Therefore,
when it is focused for a greatly different projection distance, part of the light cone projected by the
Fresnel lens towards the focusing lens misses that lens. This has the greatest effect towards the
outer edges of the projected image, so that one typically sees either blue or brown fringing at the
edge of the screen when the focus is towards an extreme. Using the projector near its recommended
projection distance allows a focusing position where this is avoided and the intensity across the
screen is approximately uniform.

http://curabona.com/images/canon-ixus-960-manual.pdf

However, because the lamp was suspended above and outside the reflector, a large amount of light
was cast to the sides inside the projector body that was wasted, thus requiring a higher power lamp
for sufficient screen illumination. More modern overhead projectors use an integrated lamp and
conical reflector assembly, allowing the lamp to be located deep within the reflector and sending a
greater portion of its light towards the Fresnel lens; this permits using a lower power lamp for the
same screen illumination. If one lamp fails during a presentation the presenter can merely move a
lever to slide the spare into position and continue with the presentation, without needing to open the
projection unit or waiting for the failed bulb to cool before replacing it.The steganographic mirror
possibly came closest to how the overhead projector was used.Overhead projectors were introduced
into U.S. military training during World War II.Appeldorn developed a process for the projection of
transparent sheets that led to 3M’s first marketable transparency film. The Strategic Air Command
base in Omaha was one of the first big clients, using circa 20,000 sheets per month. 3M then
decided to develop their own overhead projector instead of the one they had been selling until then,
which was produced by an outside manufacturer. It took several prototypes before a costeffective,
small and foldable version could be presented on January 15, 1962.Teaching materials can be
preprinted on plastic sheets, upon which the educator can directly write using a nonpermanent,
washable color marking pen. This saves time, since the transparency can be preprinted and used
repetitively, rather than having materials written manually before each class.

http://cydistribution.com/images/canon-ixus-980-is-manual.pdf

The enlarging features of the projector allow the educator to write in a comfortable small script in a
natural writing position rather than writing in an overly large script on a blackboard and having to
constantly hold their arm out in midair to write on the blackboard.Following the class period, the
transparencies are easily restored to their original unused state by washing off with soap and
water.A liquidcrystal panel mounted in a plastic frame was placed on top of the overhead projector
and connected to the video output of the computer, often splitting off the normal monitor output. A
cooling fan in the frame of the LCD panel would blow cooling air across the LCD to prevent
overheating that would fog the image.The displays were never particularly fast to refresh or update,
resulting in the smearing of fastmoving images, but it was acceptable when nothing else was
available.By removing the casing and backlight assembly of a common LCD monitor, one can use the
exposed LCD screen in conjunction with the overhead projector to project the contents of the LCD
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screen to the wall at a much lower cost than with standard LCD projectors.Please improve it by
verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements consisting only of original
research should be removed. October 2017 Learn how and when to remove this template message .
Such presentations can also include animations, interactive components, or even video clips, with
ease of paging between slides. The relatively expensive printing or photocopying of color
transparencies is eliminated. While an overhead can display static images fairly well, it performs
poorly at displaying moving images. The LCD video display panels that were once used as an addon
to an overhead projector have become obsolete, with that combination of display technology and
projection optics now optimally integrated into a modern video projector.ABCCLIO, Libraries
Unlimited.PHI Learning. p. 225. ISBN 9788120335349.

Retrieved November 2, 2019. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
Please try again.Please try your search again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.If you
are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates through seller support Amazon
calculates a products star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average.
The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. The room has to be very
dark to see the image plus it doesn’t work when it’s close for smaller images or far away for larger
ones. The good thing about it is that there is no fan motor so there is no vibration to cause the head
lamp to move down like other ones with a fan motor. I wouldn’t recommend this. I kept it to have a
back up.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I checked Amazon and then noticed
that there were used ones, as well as brand new. It is just like new.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again All in all a very plesant
experience. I will recommend to others.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Unit
does not work Unit does not work, and I have already burned my hand on the element that produces
the heat for the light. I am returning this product with a request for a full refund.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again. MODEL 300AF. INCLUDES. more AC ADAPTER. VGA CABLE,
USB CABLE.Please be sure of compatabilities before bidding. Unit is used. With no manual unless
otherwise noted above. No software is included in this sate unless otherwise noted above. No power
adapter is included in this sale unless otherwise noted above. No batteries are included in this sale
unless otherwise noted above. No cords. Or cables, other than those pictured, are included in this
sale unless noted above.

klingende-zeder.de/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626b9b42b37f7---
cascade-manual-carpet-shampooer.pdf

This unit has not been tested thoroughly. This item may be one of multiple items just like it. Check
our other auctions if this auction is not a dutch auction. We usually only take one random picture of
the item. Policies Buyer to pay shipping and insurance to the 48 contiguous states. Illinois residents
pay 9% sales tax. Shipping Cost FREE SHIPPING TO THE LOWER 48 USA. I usually ship once a
week. I use UPS Ground. If you need something sooner we can make arrangements. That is why you
get such good deals. If we have tested it, we will let you know how we have tested and for how long.
Usually no more than just powering a unit up to see that everything boots and works. Software that
is factory sealed is what it says it is. Just like when you buy software in your local retail store, you
are buying it ASIS because once you open it, you own it and cant return it. In case there is
something missing or disfunctional in the sealed box, then you talk to the manufacturer about it. We
usually dont have the same George,UT,USA Tested and working. SKU 91977. G6.RcmdId
ViewItemDescV4,RlogId p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fuk%601d72f%2B%3Eg6%3E149d24fe0a80x112
Please email us for a quote. We ship every business day Some used items may have cosmetic
imperfections such as scratches. Ink markings, etc. which do not in any way affect the functionality
or performance of the unit. Products are tested and fully functional before shipping. ASIS items are
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not tested and will not be covered under warranty. Unless otherwise stated. Damage caused by
misuse or improper handling by the buyer will not be covered under warranty. Item returned will be
tested. If found defective. Either a replacement or a refund will be sent immediately. If found not to
be defective or damage caused by misuse or improper handling, item will be returned at buyers
expense. Get your George,UT,USA George,UT,USA OCP, SCP Protection OVP Over Voltage.UL, CCC,
RoHS Condition Brand New. Replacement and totally Compatible Part.

Package Included One AC Adapter and One Power Cord.And would be backed by our professionals if
any issues. This Unit offers 14 days Money back. 30 days exchange, 1 year warranty. This Unit ships
from USA. Same Day Shipping, shipped out normally not later than 24 hours. This Unit is at this
right time. BUY IT NOW. BID WITH CONFIDENCE. We try our best to ensure utmost customer
satisfaction. Please understand that on eBay. A cancellation fee will apply if you commit to purchase
an item but then notifying us that you do not want the item. If you have any questions about your
order or payment. Please let us know thru our eBay account We try our best to answer your
questions in a timely manner and most of the times we respond within 6 hours. Please note that our
office is closed during weekend and holidays. If you do not receive our response within 12 business
hours. Please contact us again. Payment We accept PayPal and Credit Card. But we do not take
credit card directly. All credit card payments still need to be collected through PayPal payment
systemWe do not want to store customers info If your PayPal account may have any problems. Please
notify us in eBay George,UT,USA Lumens DC162 Overhead Video Digital Visual Presenter Visualizer
Document Camera SKU JVJOMBLVZDC162 Condition Used Packaging.If in doubt, please contact us
before purchasing. Our rating system is as follows. On a scale from 1 10, with 10 being in new or
excellent condition, this item is rated as an 8. SEE PHOTOS. All images taken in house of the units
being sold. Except for multiple quantities where item received will be in similar or better condition.
Please review images thoroughly before purchasing. Additional information may be found searching
online. We do not have additional info. Only pictured items will be included. All parts. Including
accessories and cables are only in cluded if pictured or listed in the description. All pictures are
taken in house. If you require mo Guarantee To Be Working.

Elmo DT100AF Visual Portable Desk Top Presenter You are bidding on anUsed.Description Elmo
DT100AF analog visual presenter offers the features found in larger video document cameras. Yet in
a remarkably small size. Features High resolution 450 lines Affordable. It was tested. And found to
be fully functional. It may have some scratches, and tape or sticker residue from normal use and
storage. Notes The photos show the exact items the buyer will receive. Cosmetic appearance may
vary slightly from pictured units Please see the pictu Projector is tested as you can see on picture,
Please look all pictures of projector. Item pictured are what you will.Please contact me before
bidding for shipping costs. Paypal only or Wire Transfer for EU customers. No returns. 006.RcmdId
ViewItemDescV4,RlogId p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fuk%600d72f%2B%3E00614b31095a140x10a We
provide service on all. Mamiya, Bronica, and Pentax; and large format such as Linhof and Sinar. We
also service most accessories and studio equipment lenses, motor drives, tripods, darkroom
equipment, flash units, and power packs. Further, we service slide and movie projectors, overhead
projectors and video equipmentboth VCRs and camcorders We have five specialized repair
departments that keep repairs with the most qualified and experienced technicians. Great working
condition bid with confidence. What you see is what you get BULB is sold with NO warranty. All
parts are brand new unless stated otherwise. If defective please contact us immediately for
exchange. REFUNDS or EXCHANGES. I f the item you receive is not in good working order. Email
us within Seven days of receipt for return instructions. We will exchange. Repair, or issue a refund.
Items can be returned ONLY in assold condition. In the original packaging. Pro Photo Repair 7910
Raytheon Rd. San Diego, CA 92111 Tel. 858 2773700 Fax. 858 2775332 Our Customer Service
Representives Are avialable 6 Days a Week Email We Fix All Kinds Of Cameras Video.



Film and Digital Flashes and accessories, Free Estimate. CONDITION This item was removed
from.AUCTION INCLUDES Unit shown only. Only items pictured are included. If a part is not
pictured or mentioned in the description then it is not included in the sale. If you are unsure about
any aspect of this item please send an email and ask questions before bidding. We do offer combined
shipping discounts and free local pickup. So customers are welcome to return items within the first
14 days of receiving the item if they are unhappy with the item. There will be a 20% restocking fee
on any 2nd return from the same customer that are not due to a hardware failure within the first 14
days of receiving the item. There will be no restocking fee for items that break in transit or have a
hardware failure in the first seven days the customer receives it. Buyer is responsible for return
shipping charges unless there was a hardware failure We will not issue refunds for items we deemed
tampered with or are dissembled by the customer. Our Customer Support We do our best to ensure
that each and every transaction is free of problems and issues. If you have any questions or concerns
we are here to help. Per eBays policy and guidelines you must contact us before opening a case. We
ask that you only open a case as a last resort and will do everything we can to prevent you from
needing to do so. If you would like to Contact us. Hours We are open MondayFriday. 9am5pm
Central Time. We are closed on Weekends and all Major Holidays. We rarely exceed 48 business
hours when responding to emails. If you If in doubt, please contact us before purchasing. But does
not complete the startup cycle because bulb needs to be replaced.Bulb is not functional but still
installed.Functionality Untested.

If the item is subject to FDA regulation, we will verify your status as an authorized purchaser of this
item before shipping HD capable, visual presenter in the industry, featuring a 1080p HDMI output
for large screen flat panel high definition displays, an audio and video processor for full frame video
recording to an SD card and true SXGA output. Equipped with a 22inch gooseneck to capture larger
or wideangle subject matter, the DC260 includes dual coldcathode lamps on the gooseneck to
illuminate objects uniformly from any angle. High speed USB 2.0 supports the highest USB 2.0
specification for the fastest connectivity to Windows PC and Macintosh. It also supports WIA and
TWAIN standards for Windows and Quicktime for Macintosh directly, for image and video capture
without a 3rd party application. It also incorporates a rectangular base that is tucked away in the
righthand corner of the working surface, this unique design frees up the instructors mobility so that
they will be able to interact with the students facetoface instead of trying to see through the camera
device. The DC260 has a builtin microphone and internal memory storage, which can store up to 240
JPEG images. It also supports external SD memory cards for full frame audio and video recording,
and the builtin slide show capability can play back audio clips, images, and videos directly to a
connected HD display monitor or projector.Ebay will send buyer success.. more Order confirmation,
payment reminder, order update, and feedback reminder emails on my behalf. I Let eBay open and
close unpaid item cases for me automatically. UP FOR BID IS A USED UNTESTED Portable Elmo
DeskTop Presenter DT100AF DID POWER ON An item that does not function as intended and is not
fully operational. This includes items that are defective in ways that render them difficult to use.
Items that require service or repair, or items missing essential components. We are located in
Washington.

Buyer provides payment for all shipping costs including insurance. Flat Rate Shipping for this item
We Ship using UPS or USPS. Contact us if you need specific shipping cost to your location. We ship
all over the continental US Buyer is responsible for all tolls. Product ships within 24 Hours from our
warehouse Monday Friday PST after payment has cleared. No Item will be shipped until all
payments have cleared including purchase payment and shipping. We accept PayPal. Only Product
will ship once payment has cleared. Buyer is responsible for all applicable taxes. Item is guaranteed
for 14 days. All items are tested before shipping. Buyer may choose to return item to us postmarked
within 14 days of arrival date. If any item is damaged during shipping we expect Buyer to file all
necessary insurance claims with the shipping company immediately. DOA items will be replaced or



refunded if replacement is not available. Replacement or Refunds will only be issued after the item
has been returned. Received, and inspected by Please contact us for special circumstances. There is
an additional fee to ship to Hawaii. Alaska, and Puerto Rico. The flatrate costs seen in our listings
are for the CONTIGUOUS 48 UNITED STATES ONLY. We ship using UPS. Please do not purchase an
item from us and request shipping with a different carrier. Extremely large items will be shipped
using a palette and any number of freight companies may be used. USPS may be used for some
overseas and postoffice box situations. All sales are final unless you honestly feel we have
misrepresented the item. NEVER ASSUME ANYTHING about a USED item. They are often missing
some accessories or instruction manuals just as any used item you.ASSUMPTIONS end up with both
of us unhappy EVERY time. If you are to return an item PLEASE package it with care. We have
received returns which were badly destroyed due to negligent packaging.

Do not assume we will be able to ship the item with a different carrier than the one shown in the
description. Absolutely no marks. No scratches, no blemishes. Used only a few times for Business
Meetings. Never used by anybody but the owner. The projector has the finest travel case; see
pictures 3 and 4. This is a perfect meeting presenter in small rooms. The screen size is very large in
a very short distance. This is so simple to set up and use because it is well built and compact. If you
want to do a professional presentation without the risks of expensive electronic projectors. This is a
money saver for you and a very effective tool to make your point. The Owners Guide comes with the
projector. One extra new projector bulb is included in the case.RETURNS WE ACCEPT RETURNS if
the item is not as listed. If there are any issues after receiving please email or call us. If we made a
clear mistake we will cover return shipping.We try our best to avoid any mistakes but we are
human.If a mistake is madePLEASE do not leave bad feedback. We promise we will make it right for
you.It lights up fine and I dont see any scratches on the glass. The case is also in great shape with
only a couple of small scuff marks. Thanks for looking! Posted with It was tested. And found to be
fully functional. Condition This item is in good shape cosmetically. There are a few minor scratches.
Please see pictures for more details. Items Included This sale includes the unit with manual.
Guarantee There is a 14 day guarantee on this item. L20 06DH04KICKS, What you see is what you
get. Payment is expected within 3 days. Unless other arrangements are made. We accept payments
through PayPal only. We accept credit cards through PayPal. We scan the serial numbers of all
outgoing items for verification if a return is accepted. If we were not able to test an item. Or it is
clearly nonfunctioning in some way, we may sell it as. more is. If we decide to do that, it will
typically be non refundable.
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